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This weekend, October 12-14, Taylor
will be welcoming parents, alumni
and families to campus.
“Homecoming and Family Weekend is an opportunity for alumni,
parents and families to return to
Taylor and join together in fellowship around class visits, corporate
worship, special meals, athletics,
learning opportunities, the arts and
other events that focus on connecting and reconnecting with new and
old friends," said Joyce Wood, senior
director of parent and community relations.
Wood expects roughly 2,500
guests to visit this weekend to participate in the events happening
around campus.
The Homecoming and Family
weekend website lists the numerous events which range from outdoor activities such as a 5k run to
sporting events to the comedy show
performed by Rice Pilaf.
Friday evening, the Dining Commons (DC) will be putting on a “Harvest Festival” Dinner, with a menu
ranging from chicken and rosemary
gnocchi with smoked tomato marinara to tortilla crusted tilapia tacos,
to various types of flatbreads. The
DC opens at 5 p.m. and will close at
7:30 p.m.
Another event is the Cardboard
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Taylor University football will be playing against Marian University at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Oct. 13.

Boat Regatta, taking place at the Taylor lake from 12:00 p.m. to 2:00 p.m
Saturday afternoon. According to
the website, participants have cardboard, plastic sheets and duct tape
to make a boat sturdy enough to carry one person in the Taylor lake.
Multiple athletic events are also
happening this Saturday, including
a football game against Marian University at 1:00 p.m., men’s lacrosse at
4:00 p.m. and men’s soccer at 6:00
p.m. There will be food trucks in the
Odle parking lot from 2:00 p.m. to
8:00 p.m.
Class reunions and events for
alumni will be held throughout the
weekend from the five-year reunion

all the way up to 65th year reunions.
Reunion gatherings and dinners will
be held Friday evening and Saturday, depending on the specific class.
During Homecoming weekend,
“Alumni can relive their days on
the Taylor campus and create new
memories at the place many of
them say changed their lives forever,” Wood said.
Saturday night, beginning at 7:30
p.m.Taylor is hosting singer Michael W. Smith for a concert in Rediger Chapel.
Junior Rachel Gist said she likes
Homecoming and Family Weekend because it is a chance for her
to meet the parents of the people

she does life with.
“It’s fun to like see your friend’s
parents and get to know who raised
them,” Gist said.
Wood is thrilled alumni, parents
and families are coming to Taylor to visit and hopes they all will
feel welcomed and a part of Taylor
University.
There will be a registration table
in the LaRita Boren Center Friday
and Saturday. Wood would like to
see guests stop by so they can welcome guests and connect them with
all that the weekend has to offer.
“It’s just like nice to get a little
piece of home here,” Gist said.
echo@taylor.edu
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Eugene and Mary Habecker will receive the Legion of Honor award
for their servant leadership as Taylor University President and First Lady.
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Alumni award recipients will be
honored for their distinguished
achievements throughout the weekend and will receive their awards on
Friday, October 12.
During Homecoming and Family Weekend 2018, Taylor alumni
will be recognized for outstanding
achievement and servant leadership, including President Emeritus
Eugene Habecker (’68), Marylou Habecker (’68) and Pulitzer Prize-Winner Chrissie Thompson Fink (’08).
“The alumni council members
read all of the nominations and select individuals who exemplify the
mission of Taylor University in their
daily lives,” Director of Alumni Relations Morgan Riessen said.
Each alumni award recipient exemplifies a personal or professional life well-lived for Jesus Christ and
desires to use his or her passions to
serve a world in need.
The Alumni Award recipients are
as follows:
The Legion of Honor will be presented to President Emeritus Eugene Habecker (’68) an Marylou
(Napolitano ’68) Habecker. The

award is Taylor’s highest honor. The
couple served as Taylor President
and First Lady from 2005–2016.
Eugene Habecker was the president of the American Bible Society
(1991-2005) and holds nine honorary degrees. Marylou Habecker is
an educator, speaker, writer, artist,
and volunteer with a masters degree in Education from Ball State
University.
Distinguished Service Alumnus
will be awarded to James B. Hall
(’69). Hall has been recognized for
his teaching, patient care, and clinical research. He serves as chairman
of the department of obstetrics and
gynecology at Carolinas Medical
Center and is a devoted professor
at the University of North Carolina
School of Medicine. Furthermore,
Hall is the Chair of the Board of
Faith, Hope, and Love mentor program for underserved children.
Distinguished Service Young
Alumnus will be given to Chrissie
Thompson Fink (’08) who won the
2018 Pulitzer Prize for her contributions to The Enquirer’s “Seven Days
of Heroin”.The story reported about
the heroin epidemic in Cincinnati.
Fink was a journalist for the Cincinnati Enquirer and is currently the
education editor for USA Today in
Spokane, Washington.
ALUMNI continues on Page 2

Athlete Tim Tebow will be visiting
Taylor University on Nov. 2 in conjunction with Muncie’s Fields of
Faith event.
“I don’t think we’ve had someone
in chapel of Tim’s notoriety in the 11
years I’ve been here,” Executive Director of Development Mike Falder said.
One element Taylor has asked Tebow to speak on orphans and vulnerable children (OVC), in light of
Taylor’s specialized OVC major. Tebow runs a ministry known as the
Tebow Association which spends its
time and resources on orphan and
vulnerable children care.
Jeff Mosier, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes (FCA)East Central Indiana
Area Director, has been working to
bring Tebow to Muncie since Tebow
spoke at Grace College last February.
“I was like hold it, hold it, what
about Muncie?” Mosier said. “Why
not have a Fields of Faith event in
Ball State University Worthen Arena and invite Tim Tebow?”
Once FCA had a contract signed
with Tim Tebow, Mosier immediately contacted Taylor University as
being a potential financial partner
to make the event happen.
Taylor instantly saw the value in
the event and said they would support it. The opportunity to be a
blessing to the Muncie community
and have someone as well known
as Tebow at Taylor was too great to
pass up.
“But how were we going to
come up with money no one has?”
Falder said.
The Fields of Faith event cost a total of $165,000 alone.
Taylor approached business
owners, primarily alumni and parent-owned business in the Midwest.
The response was almost immediate. 11 businesses and individuals
pledged contributions, the biggest
of which were Ashley Industrial
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Sophomore Meek Lee shows the
general admission ticket that will be
given to all students to accommodate
the large interest in the chapel.

Molding and Berne Apparel.
Taylor’s honorarium will help offset the payment package for both
Tebow’s speaking event in Taylor’s
chapel and FCA’s Fields of Faith event.
“I think the name Tim Tebow was
very helpful,” Falder said. “There are
things that we raise money for that
are easier than others.”
Sponsors are allowed to attend the
private chapel and a private meet
and greet with Tebow.
The chapel service will be a private, ticketed event. Similar to Silent Night, all Taylor faculty, staff,
students and an estimated 500 24@
Taylor admissions visitors will receive tickets to present at the door.
“It is weird having a ticketed chapel,” Falder said. “But Alumni were
gathering groups together to drive
up, parents were planning on coming
in and Taylor could not have accommodated all those in attendance.”
Tebow’s speaking contract also necessitated the event to be private.
In order to accommodate for the
large attendance Chapel will be held
in the KSAC Fieldhouse, used for
commencement in the past.
“It was difficult to anticipate what
kind of overwhelming response we
would get to Tim,” said Director of
Media Relations Jim Garringer.
TEBOW continues on Page 2
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"Students who are dealing with insecurity, doubt or
hardship have a safe place where they can be vulnerable
and receive spiritual advice and guidance."

Ramsey takes on a new role
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Ramsey takes on new role
Fighting for the farmer
Bree Bailey
Contributor

Pastor John Ramsey will be visiting campus next on Nov. 15 and 16.

Spiritual Renewal
speaker mentors students
Holly Gaskill
News Co-Editor

Pastor John F. Ramsey Sr. met with
students for the first time on Oct.
4 and 5 as a Taylor University visiting campus pastor.
Ramsey was first introduced
under this position at Spiritual
Renewal Week this last September. President Lowell Haines, who
has known Ramsey for years, announced Ramsey would be serving more frequently at Taylor. For
his first time visiting under this
position, Ramsey spent his time
on campus meeting with students, staff and faculty through
lunches, private meetings and
sports practices.
Currently, the position is flexible
to change as scheduling logistics
are figured out. For example, Ramsey will be on campus two days a
month, but the exact schedule has
not been set yet. Ramsey will also
be speaking occasionally in chapel
but is not scheduled to speak again
this semester at this time.
According to Vice President
for Student Development Skip
Trudeau, Ramsey will not be taking on a specific faculty title but
will be on campus primarily as
a mentor.
“It is not really a position, per
say, it is more of a presence,”
Trudeau said.
Ramsey, who is the senior pastor of New Life Worship Center in
Indianapolis, Indiana, has worked
extensively with urban ministry

and athletes over his years of ministry. Ramsey also has also authored and co-authored multiple
books covering topics from ministry to marriage.
With this background, Trudeau
sees Ramsey as a strong asset to
Taylor. Ramsey’s connection to
urban ministry is helpful to those
coming from urban areas and
those wishing to do ministry in
urban areas. Since Ramsey was
also a college athlete at the Miami
University of Ohio, he is taking interest in meeting with teams and
athletes individually.
In addition to the opportunity to
mentor, Ramsey sees this as an avenue to draw prospective students
from urban areas.
“We want to do some things to
make Taylor more known back
here in Indianapolis and some of
the programs, some of the things
that are available for minority students to be able to take advantage
of,” Ramsey said. “In the long run,
the hope is that that helps with diversity, plus giving young people
the opportunity to go to school
and helping them get there.”
According to Ramsey, minority
high school students in Indianapolis often rule out Taylor because
of costs. He hopes that he is able
to provide a link to Taylor that can
testify to the resources and scholarships available. Eventually, Ramsey sees Taylor becoming viewed
as a more viable option for Indianapolis area students.
Ramsey plans to visit Taylor
again on November 15 and 16.
While he said his first visit was successful, Ramsey plans to stay later
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in the day to meet with more athletic teams. As he becomes more
familiar with his routine, Ramsey hopes he can get more connected with students and groups
individually.
“Having Pastor John Ramsey
come to campus to engage with
students creates an opportunity
for hard topics to be discussed,
and challenges students to step
out of their comfort zone and gain
new perspectives on these topics,”
said senior Theresa Doiron. “Students who are dealing with insecurity, doubt or hardship have a safe
place where they can be vulnerable and receive spiritual advice
and guidance. However, I think
that Pastor R. needs to be consistent in visiting Taylor so that relationships can be built and spiritual
growth can continue through his
godly mentorship.”
A time and date for a general lunch have not been set for his
November visit, but students wishing to meet one-on-one with Ramsey can schedule an appointment
through Administrative Assistant
to the Provost Laurie Green. Individual meetings can be held around
campus or in Ramsey’s office in the
Larita Boren Campus Center.
“I think what I like about it is
that it is so broad,” Ramsey said.
“It can be anything from me having a lunch the other day or last
week with six or seven of the baseball players and during that lunch,
they are talking to me about a lot
of things with life, ministry, trying
to find God’s direction for their life.
No day is going to be the same.”
echo@taylor.edu
TEBOW continued from
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“I needed this book. I needed the vivid reminders, the fresh insights and
the compelling perspectives. Frankly, I don't ever remember reading a
book on leadership that I didn't want to put down. Until this one.
Honesty, humility, and wisdom mark each page. Prepare to be inspired.”
– Dan Wolgemuth, President /CEO Youth for Christ

“What a good book! Prepare to be challenged, empowered, and
motivated to cultivate the softer side of leadership.”– Manuel Rosado,
Vice President/Partner, MBA, Spectrum Investment Advisors, Inc.

“Dr. Habecker presents a compelling case for the soft skills needed to be
an effective leader...and from a decidedly Christian perspective. I was
inspired by the content.” – Mary Jo “Jody” Hirschy, PhD, Chair, Business
Department, Taylor University

“Best book on leadership I've ever read.” – Susan M. McCabe, Taylor
University Trustee

“This book is in contrast to the bevy of formulaic leadership philosophies out there. As Dr. Habecker shows, humility, forgiveness, and love
are the keys to leading other people well. Gene Habecker's leadership
has encouraged me personally, and this book will help you as a decision
maker and influencer.” – Dr. Michael D. Hammond, Provost, Taylor
University

“Advertising it not as a public
event was like walking a tightrope.”
Taylor has invited all former football coaches to attend as well as
opened 150 spots for football alumni.
Current football students have been
asked to help usher during chapel.
“I am excited, our coach told us
the other day that we have been
asked to be ushers for the Tim Tebow event,” said senior football player Brandon George. “This will be
my second time hearing him speak
. . . I just can’t wait to hear what he

ALUMNI continued from
“For me the most important
part of being a good ambassador
for Christ, both through my journalism and at work, is just being a
good journalist,” Fink said.
Fink pursues truth and advocates for the least of these as a
journalist and lives out her faith
in all aspects of her life.
She continues to give back to
her alma mater through speaking
to journalism classes and mentoring student journalists. Fink spoke
to several journalism classes on
Thursday, October 11 at the onset
of Homecoming and Family Weekend 2018.

Baldemar Velasquez grew up in a
family of immigrant farmworkers
in Southern Texas. At the young
age of five, he spent his days in the
fields alongside his parents working long days in the hot sun.
Outside of their control, his
family was transferred to Ohio,
where they did not feel welcomed by the locals. Rather, the
perspective of those around them
seemed to consist of “stay in the
field, do the work, and get out.”
He watched his parents cower
under the abusive hand of those
around them. Working as a Mexican immigrant was anything but
safe. As a young child, Velasquez
witnessed young men mock his
mother and steal her hard-earned
money. There was no one to protect them.
When the Ohio winter blew in,
their family did not have enough
money to travel back to Texas.
They were forced to stay in a cold,
small apartment and pay rent
that put them in debt. The next
several summers were a vicious
cycle of hard work, being treated
unjustly and having to spend every penny on cheap housing for
the winter.
Velasquez began to attend the
local school although he knew
no English. No one was able to
translate for him and learning
was nearly impossible at first
with the language barrier. Nonetheless, the school was heated unlike their small makeshift home.
Over the years he grew in
knowledge and in bitterness for
the injustice his family faced every day. This desire for equality propelled him to obtain his
degree and work to change our
government's policies involving
farmworkers in the states.
Laws have been put in place
to allow freedom of association,
or unions, to protect workers
in manufacturing, teaching and
various other fields. However,
this has not been allowed for the
farmworker since 1933 due to racism against black workers.
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Now Velasquez works with an
organization called Farm Labor
Organizing Committee (FLOC)
in order to allow farmworkers to
speak for themselves. He advocates for them to be allowed to
organize and create policies of
freedom together.
These efforts are not strictly
helping workers here in America. FLOC works closely with companies who import goods from
workers in African countries.
Many of these African “employees” are paid next to nothing in
dangerous working conditions
with no benefits. If a worker is injured on the job they are discarded for the next available person,
and many of these individuals become ill or even die while on the
job, but no compensation is provided. The products are then resold for a marked up price though
production cost next to nothing thanks to these underpaid
workers.
FLOC is the voice for these
workers who have no one speaking on their behalf. Alongside this
approach, FLOC addresses specific companies who currently
abuse access to cheap labor and
boycott their products. On the
positive end some companies
partner with them in order to
clean up their current system and
provide rights for all involved.
To figure out how you can use
your voice and join the movement visit http://www.floc.com/
wordpress/ . Currently FLOC is
boycotting VUSE due to their
abuse of low wage workers.
echo@taylor.edu
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Velasquez works with Farm Labor
Organizing Committee to allow
farmworkers to speak for themselves.

has to say this time, coming to Taylor especially.”
Tebow will be on campus for three
hours, 15 minutes of which he is
booked for an ESPN interview.
“This is the Day,” Tebow’s newly
released book will be on sale before
and after chapel.
“Taylor University has historically been a place that attracts people
of stature in the Christian universe,”
Garringer said. “People, who because they love Jesus and love others, God has been able to do mighty
things in their lives.”
echo@taylor.edu

Thursday, Nov. 1, Tebow will
be speaking to 10,000 adults and
youth in Worthen Arena at Ball
State University.
FCA is looking for 140 volunteer prayer counselors to stand
and pray for attendees in the
aisles at the time of the invitation. FCA is willing to schedule
one of their necessary trainings
at Taylor, between now and Nov.
1st for students interested.
Contact Brian Lambertson at
brian@40DaysMinistries.com to
sign up.

G. Roselyn Kerlin Women in
Leadership Award will be presented to Suzy (Moeschberger ’90)
Roth who serves as the executive
director of Hands of Hope Adoption and Orphan Care Ministry.
She co-founded the adoption and
orphan care ministry in 2007. Roth
lives in Fishers, Indiana with her
husband and four children, three
of whom are current students
at Taylor.
“My passion, I believe…this relates to Taylor with this whole
idea of servant leadership, it started with really wanting to educate
people of God’s heart for vulnerable children,” Roth said.
Roth was first exposed to the

brokenness of God’s people while
she was a student at Taylor and acquired a theological foundation to
form her worldview.
She cares deeply for orphans
and vulnerable children in her personal and professional life.
Each Alumni Award recipient has contributed positively to
Taylor’s mission and community through servant leadership in
their various fields.
Recipients will receive th eir
awards on Friday, October 12
during Homecoming and Family Weekend 2018 at a private dinner surrounded by close family
and friends.
echo@taylor.edu

Want to work for The Echo? Email echo@taylor.edu for more details.
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‘‘‘We want students to know that not only are
they not alone, but that they are accepted
and cared about in the midst of these things,’
Poland said.”
Counseling center therapy group sessions
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Counseling center therapy group sessions
Taylor gets intentional with
group therapy
Katie Pfotzer
Contributor

On a college campus, it can be easy
to feel alone. In 2016, the Taylor
Counseling Center added group
therapy sessions to Student Services to combat this.
Group sessions are typically six to
eight weeks in length and range in
topic from anxiety management to
mental toughness for athletes. The
sessions are led by counseling staff
and interns, and there is no one-onone prerequisites for first time visits.
The goal of the Counseling Center
in implementing these group sessions was summed up by Caroline
Poland, Counseling Center Director.
“We want students to know that
not only are they not alone, but that
they are accepted and cared about
in the midst of these things,” Poland said.
“We are ‘always becoming,’ and to
have people who hold space with
us and walk alongside us on that
journey is important.” Poland
said. “Group therapy is a beautiful
way that ‘holding space as a
fellow journey-er’ can happen.”
Poland went on to stress the importance of providing this safe
space for students to cultivate a
deeper understanding of their relationship to Christ.
Counseling can provide this safe space along with the experience of
talking through a situation with individuals who are going through a
similar situation.
“We are ‘always becoming,’ and to
have people who hold space with
us and walk alongside us on that
journey is important.” Poland said.
“Group therapy is a beautiful way
that ‘holding space as a fellow jourCo-Editors in Chief
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Caroline Poland prepares to encourage students with group therapy sessions.

She explained that one additional
benefit that group therapy can have
over individual therapy is by giving
participants a community of people
with similar experiences.
Wiinamaki also explained that
encouragement from other group
members can be seen as more authentic because they are not compelled to speak as part of their job.
“A group therapy experience can
provide other helpful perspectives,
socialization, and hope.” Wiinamaki added.

Other topics that Wiinamaki
suggests Taylor should add in future semesters include depression,
emotional/physical/sexual abuse,
and learning how to set boundaries.
Freshman Lor MacNorton, gave
insight on her own experience with
therapy. In response to what she felt
she benefited most from, MacNorton responded that it was a relief to
be able to talk things through with
someone removed from the situation instead of a family member
or friend.

MacNorton also felt that it helped
to go through therapy in a Christian
environment so she could not only
talk through what was going on, but
also it helped her to understand
what it meant for her faith.
The Counseling Center will have
new group therapy session sign-ups
available at the beginning of next
semester. Follow @tucouseling on
instagram for more information regarding Taylor Counseling Center
therapy groups.
echo@taylor.edu

Ringenberg and his fifty years with Taylor
Professor Ringenberg shares
about his life since 1968
William Ringenberg
Contributor

William Carey Ringenberg began in
1968 as assistant professor of history.
In 1972 he became associate professor of history, and since 1977, he has
been one of our beloved professors
of history. Since his time as a professor at Taylor, Ringenberg has experienced fifty years of growth, change
and students.
He is now professor emeritus and
former chair of history at Taylor University, his undergraduate alma mater,
where he also has been Associate Academic Dean, director of the Honors
Program and a member of the committee coordinating the activities of
the Campus Center for the Study of
C.S. Lewis and Friends. He completed his early graduate work at Indiana
University before earning the Ph.D. at
Michigan State University in 1970.
In the 1970s he served with George
Marsden (then of Calvin College)
as founding board members of the
“Christian Scholars Review,” and then
in the 1980s he served a two-year term
as president of the Conference on
Faith and History. Also in the 1980s,
he served as a part-time United Methodist minister.
As with many scholars, Ringenberg’s research direction gained
definition through his choice of a dissertation topic. After nearly writing
on the Mormon experience in Kirtland, Ohio in the 1830s, he instead focused on the “The Protestant College
on the Michigan Frontier.”
Subsequently, he wrote two Taylor
histories: “Taylor University: The First
125 Years” (1973) and “Taylor University: The First 150 Years” (1996), the

William Ringenberg shares about his life after fifty years of teaching with Taylor.

more broadly-based “The Christian
College: A History of Protestant Higher Education in America” (1984 and
2006), and then came “The Christian
College and the Meaning of Academic
Freedom: Truth Seeking in Community” (2016). Finally, in conjunction with
his son, Matthew, and Taylor classmate, Joseph Brian, he is writing a
biographical study of one of Taylor’s
most influential students, “The Education of Alice Hamilton: From Fort
Wayne to Harvard” (2019).
One of the advantages of teaching in
a small liberal arts college is that it can
more easily provide the opportunity
to teach interdisciplinary courses. For
years Ringenberg taught an honors

section of the freshman general education course, Foundation of Christian Thought, and as an outgrowth of
that course he has written “Letters to
Young Scholars: An Introduction to
Christian Thought” (2003, 2018).
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religious figures, the religious thought
and practice of American presidents
(Garfield — the only preacher to go
to the White House — and Benjamin
Harrison of Indianapolis), Mormons,
Mennonites and war and peace issues
Ringenberg and his wife of fifty-six
years, Becky, have four children and
One of the advantages of
eight grandchildren. Together they
teaching in a small liberal arts
love to attend fine arts performanccollege is that it can more easily
es and sporting events, and to travel.
provide the opportunity to teach
“For those who desire to rise above
their times or stand outside their culinterdisciplinary courses.
tures, there are three sure ways. In
ascending order they are travel, hisIn addition to Christian higher ed- tory, and direct knowledge of God,” Os
ucation, his research articles have Guiness said.
tended to focus on biographies of
echo@taylor.edu
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Using resources & asking for help

any kind of brain issues.
“These kinds of things usually involve one side of the brain,”
Cosgrove said. “And in this case,
learning is more than just memorizing words. It’s concepts and learning about yourself.”
Lawson also dealt with a lot of
mental fatigue during the time before her diagnosis. She claimed to
have felt inadequate compared to
everyone else, and her self-esteem

became really low when she started
considering herself dumb. She became sleep-deprived from working
late into the nights and then would
become frustrated when she didn’t
get good results on her assignments.
While this obstacle presented an
obstacle for Lawson, she said it was
a time of learning for why God gives
people limitations, and it gave her
more awe for God. She believes it
was a humbling experience.
Lawson doesn’t think she would
ever take dyscalculia out of her
life because it reminds her of humanity, and she is already reassured through faith because of all
the other gifts she has been blessed with.
“He created numbers and knew
the solution to every tough problem
I couldn’t face,” Lawson said. “He is
infinite and highlights my own inadequacy, but also His adequacy in
my life.”
After she was officially diagnosed,
Lawson claimed she received a lot
of support from friends and tutors
in her life. She now encourages others who are going through similar
struggles to remember that their
limitations do not define them.
Lawson is a multimedia journalism major at Taylor and also writes
for The Echo. She is very talented
in the musical field and also likes
to draw, write and watch movies in
her free time.
“Use your limitations to be more
in awe of the sufficiency of God,”
Lawson said. “And don’t be afraid to
ask for help. Use all of the resources
around you.”
echo@taylor.edu

plenty of other collectibles that relate to Lewis and his peers.
“There's all sorts of treasure that I
keep learning about,” Anne Cooper,
program assistant of the collection
said. “Every time I open up a drawer
or go into the shelves for the Brown
collection I’m surprised by what
we have.”
There is the unusual, such as tiny
porcelain figures of the cast of the
Narnia series and a McDonald’s
toy that portrays Mr. Tumnus as a
whistle.
There is also the personal, including nearly 100 letters written
by Lewis and original photographs
of MacDonald and his family. Other treasures include a membership
card to the Socratic club Lewis attended in college and many of the
papers produced through that group.
To share this resource with students, the center offers a host of Lewis-themed activities.
One of these are its Lewis and
Friends teas, which are held every
Friday at 4 p.m. These meetings often feature a speaker who discusses

a theme related to the Inklings, the
group of writers Lewis worked with.
“I wanted to do something Inkling-like with students, getting
them more involved and move excited about these writers,” said Joe
Ricke, professor of English, center director and founder of the teas.
Another place for fans to gather
and discuss these writers is the Lewis and Friends Colloquium, held every two years. Scholars and fans from
all over the world gather to present
papers and discuss these writers at
Taylor campus.
Students are also invited to participate in this event. Several did so this
summer, and even presented their
own stories and papers inspired by
the collection.
“If you like literature and fantasy,
it's a wonderful place to learn about
some of the origins of fantasy as we
know it,” senior Jori Hanna said.
The center is open from 11 a.m.
to 2 p.m. on Monday, Wednesday and Friday and other special occasions.
echo@taylor.edu

One student’s
learning disorder story
Madi Turpin
Contributor

Although sophomore Victoria Lawson may struggle to perform long
division, she graduated high school
with above a 4.0 GPA and has gotten
straight As in every subject matter
aside from math.
This is due to Lawson’s previous
diagnosis of dyscalculia: a learning
disorder that impairs her ability to
process numbers and perform logical sequences or processes. She admits that it also impacts her sense
of time and direction.
“Whenever I schedule interviews
with people, I pull up a picture of a
clock because I need the visual display,” Lawson said. “I also memorize phone numbers by envisioning
them as pictures.”
Department chair and associate professor of psychology Diane
Dungan added that any subject that
has a concept of amount, such as
compare and contrast, would provide an obstacle for someone with
dyscalculia.
“Think of how many things require
amounts,” Dungan said. “Time, visual and spatial things and even just
processing things differently.”
Before being diagnosed with dyscalculia in her sophomore year of
high school, Lawson would become
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Sophomore Victoria Lawson has had to learn how to overcome the
struggles that dyscalculia, a common learning disorder, brings to her daily life.

exceedingly frustrated with math.
She claimed that her study efforts
often fell through and she would
quickly forget all she had learned
the next day.
Most figured Lawson was over exaggerating because math is generally deemed as a hard subject, but
when she began to flip numbers
when copying them down, suspicions arose.
“I would write down 71 instead

of 17,” Lawson said, “and I couldn’t
remember my phone number in
middle school. Even my laptop passwords are all from muscle memory.”
Experimental psychologist and
professor of psychology Mark Cosgrove believes that the left side of
Lawson’s brain is what struggles
the most, since the left side is most
highly associated with logical processes. He also stated that learning
and memory can be impacted by
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Taylor’s intercultural research
The people
behind the surveys
Rachel O'Connor
Contributor

Have you ever wondered why you take
a survey before and after a Lighthouse
trip? Or been curious about who interviews you after you study abroad?
Taylor’s Intercultural Research
Team is responsible for both. The
team collects data from students
who participate in Study Abroad,
Lighthouse, J-term and spring break
trips and analyzes it through the lens
of student growth. The findings are
then presented to trip leaders and
sometimes even published in academic journals. Steve Snyder, professor of psychology, leads the team
of five to seven students who generally are affiliated with the psychology department and are interested in
a hands-on research experience. The
team members participate in every
part of the research process as well
as receive credit for their work.
The team began in 2006 when Steve
Bedi, professor of Higher Education,
approached Snyder with a desire to
measure the growth of students who

participate in intercultural experiences. According to Bedi, intercultural
experiences are important because
they help students figure out themselves and their gifts. Bedi secured the
funding for the team from the Spencer Centre for Global Engagement
as a part of the school’s intercultural initiative.
Together, Snyder and Bedi agreed
that the development of an intercultural inventory would be necessary
to measure growth. While there are
many inventories in existence, none
of them measured the spiritual component of growth. A literature review
was conducted by students in the
’06–’07 school year, and the findings
were combined with Taylor’s Core
Values to create the Taylor University Intercultural Inventory (TUII). The
TUII was revised based on the review
of experts in the field and found to be
a valid and reliable instrument.
The 72-question TUII operates on a
likert scale and is administered as a
pre and post-test that bookends each
trip. The questions are designed to
evaluate holistic changes that occur
in the cognitive understanding and
personal development of students.
They accomplish this by measuring

the change that occurs in the 23 Intercultural Developmental Scales that
include variables like spiritual awareness and interpersonal attitudes.
Currently, the team includes seven
students with senior Kelly Sisson as
the student leader. Even though Snyder oversees the team, he places most
of the responsibility of the team efforts in the hands of the members.
This includes the new projects the
team decides to pursue.
Snyder and Rachael Schwulst ('18)
are now in the process of publishing an article about perceived intercultural development in the journal
“Teaching and Teacher Education.”
In the future, the team is hoping to
branch out into consulting and training for churches looking to improve
their intercultural mission trips.
Although the Intercultural Team is
currently at full capacity, Snyder is always looking for students, especially
underclassmen, who are motivated,
hard-working and curious to join the
team in the future. Contact Snyder if
you are interested in being a future
team member or learning more about
the work and findings of the team at
stsnyder@taylor.edu.
echo@taylor.edu

Through the wardrobe to Upland’s Narnia
Taylor’s Brown
collection celebrates
great Christian writers
Emily Pawlowski
Staff Writer

Through the library doors, down the
stairs and around a corner is one of
Taylor University’s hidden treasures.
One side of this room is lined with
row after row of aged books. On the
other stands a perfect replica of an
old British bar, complete with half a
dozen dated taps.
This room, of course, is the Center for the Study of C.S. Lewis and
Friends, home to the third largest
collection of C.S. Lewis’s materials in
the world. It focuses on gathering the
works of Lewis, J.R.R. Tolkien, George
MacDonald and Dorothy Sayers.
This collection began with Edwin Brown, an avid Lewis fan. He
spent decades gathering books and
printed sources related to Lewis and
MacDonald.
Thanks to him, the Lewis Center
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A mascot of sorts sits atop a work table in the Center
for the Study of C.S. Lewis and Friends.

boasts first editions of all British and
American prints of Lewis’s books,
most with their original dust jacket.
Other gems include an original manuscript of Lewis’s short story, “Light,”
and a copy of “Prince Caspian” that
was signed by both Lewis and the
book’s illustrator, Pauline Baynes.
This extensive personal collection
was acquired by the university due
to David Neuhauser, a former math

professor at Taylor and major advocate for the study of Lewis.
Neuhauser took students to see
Brown’s collection of books once a
year, and convinced him over time
to donate the collection to Taylor.
Eventually an anonymous donor
paid Neuhauser for the collection,
and Taylor has housed it ever since.
The books, of course, are the main
appeal of the collection, but there’s

“As a graphic design major, latte art is something
that I enjoy because there are so many different
designs that can be created; the possibilities
are endless which I’ve realized provides a great
amount of freedom in the creative process.”
Taylor student jobs: barista ballads

October 12, 2018

Taylor student jobs: barista ballads
What’s it like
being a barista?

to make sure they are getting every
bit of their money’s worth by providing the very best quality I can.
I really love the creative process
that coffee has to offer. As a graphic design major, latte art is something that I enjoy because there are
so many different designs that can
be created; the possibilities are endless which I’ve realized provides a
great amount of freedom in the creative process.

Kassidy Weemhoff
L&T Co-Editor

With coffee being one of the main
sources of energy for the midterm
exhaustion taking over Taylor’s campus, we decided to talk to the ones
who make it for us: the baristas. And
these are not just any baristas, but our
own peers. We asked them some questions about what it is like to create caffeinated concoctions on a daily basis,
and here is what they said.

Abby Crump, Senior
Where do you work and how long
have you been a barista?
I work at Starbucks in Gas City and I
have been a barista since May of 2018.

Hudson Taylor, Junior
Where do you work and how long
have you been a barista?
I currently work at The Bridge in
Upland. When I am home for the summer and for holiday breaks, I work at a
shop in Naperville, Illinois called Sparrow Coffee. I have been a barista for
about three years now.
What does a regular shift look like
for you?
Commonly, a shift has its very busy
moments and its very slow moments.
It is usually never a constant flow but
instead the busiest moments come
in waves. Depending on the day, we
generally have a good feel for when
these will happen. The slower times
are spent preparing for our next customers which would include cleaning,
restocking, food prepping, etc.
What is the best part of being a
barista at The Bridge?
I love getting to interact with people
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Junior Hudson Taylor has been a barista for three years. He sees his work as
an art and a way to help people spend their hard earned money well.

who come in from the local community, I get to work with some pretty awesome people. The Bridge also has an
amazing interior with a very relaxed
atmosphere. I also love having the
freedom of a closing shift when I can
play some of my favorite music.
What is your favorite drink to
make? To drink?
My favorite drink to make is a latte
or cappuccino because it is generally easier for me to do latte art with.
My go-to drink at coffee shops is a

cortado which is equal parts espresso
and milk. I like to be able to taste more
of the espresso and less of the milk
which is why lately I have been avoiding drinks with a higher milk content.
How do you feel like being a barista
has changed you or the way you look
at things?
I really enjoy serving people by
providing a good coffee/food experience for them. People have worked
hard to earn the money they spend
on coffee and it is my job as a barista

TheWeekly
BACHELOR AND
BACHELORETTE

Will
Schaufelberger
Senior:

Prom King in High School.
Also, winner of the Illinois
high school 3-point
shooting competition, which
is called King of the Hill.

Weekly
Crossword
ACROSS
4. One wrong move
and it's down the slide
for you!
6. Includes a die with
letters on 20 sides.
8. The game of global
domination
10. Simple and sweet
board game
12. OBEY THE CARD
14. A dice enclosed in a
plastic cage
15. One eyed jacks are
gold in this game
DOWN
1. Allowing children to
practice their surgeon
skills since 1965
2. A6 “you’re sunk”
3. Will you end up at
Millionaire Estates or
Countryside Acres?
5. Put your trivia skills
to the test
7. Practice your budgeting skills & risk ruining
relationships during
this 4+ hour game
9. Practice your rodent
catching skills
11. Practice your detective skills and solve a
murder mystery
13. The original crossword game
For the answers to this
weeks crossword, email
lauren_rink@taylor.edu!

What does a regular shift look like
for you?
There are several different positions
you can step into when you work at
Starbucks. I could be taking orders at
drive through or front register or making drinks behind the bar for customers. There’s also a customer support
role where I help refill whatever we
need so that the baristas can focus on
making the drinks.
What is the best part of being a
barista at Starbucks?
I really love getting to connect
with customers and getting to know
new people. Because Starbucks is a
place that you’ll get to meet so many
people, it’s so fun to hear about
where they’re coming from and how
they’re doing. Also making coffee or
a favorite drink for someone is super great.
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What is your favorite drink to
make? To drink?
I really enjoy making lattes or cappuccinos with a ton of foam and attempting at fun latte art - though I’m
not too great at that. I really enjoy
drinking double shots on ice which is
two shots of espresso with some coconut milk.
How do you feel like being a barista
has changed you or the way you look
at things?
I think making people coffee or getting them something to either help
their day keep moving, or for them
to drink with friends - is such a cool
thing and has really made me more
aware of people around me and serve
them better.
Jaime Hughes, The Bridge Manager				
Why do you hire college students?
We love the energy and flexibility
they bring to The Bridge.
What has been the best part of
working with college students?
They’re excited to be apart of our
team. They have fresh ideas which is
something we’re always excited about.
What is your favorite drink to
make?
My favorite drink to make it probably a mocha- we sprinkle some cocoa
powder over the espresso and mocha
sauce- makes a really fun effect when
pouring the milk into it.
What do college students bring to
the work environment?
They bring a new perspective and
tons of excitement and energy that we
really value.
echo@taylor.edu

Want your tweets
featured in The Echo?

Madeleine
Burkholder

Senior:

"I might've peaked in
high school...we'll see"

Hashtag #TaylorU to
any of your Taylorrelated tweets for
next week's paper!

#TaylorU’s

TOP
TWEETS
Lo @laurenvock
Jordan, asking about the senior
event this week: “So what is the
event? We get shakes and fries
and don’t have to do anything for
them?” #tayloru

Jack Mancuso_@ Hulk_Hands_
ongoing list of things that have
woken me up this morning
-Fire alarm
-second fire alarm
-water bottle to the face
Gotta love #tayloru
Emily Knight@ manyartsofem
How to make #tayloru feel
somehow abandoned: bring in
an early fall fog, have no one in
sight, and stand in one of the areas
where the belltower gains an echo.
I may be one of the only living
beings stirring on campus right
now.
J. J. Hanna @authorjjhanna
I smell strongly of purple smoke
bombs #tayloru #melonandgourd
Hanna Smith_@ hannabeths_
School spirit so strong our school
colors are in our lungs #tayloru
#melonandguord
Mandi Hall @Mandi_Lea_Hall
"Honestly, I just want really good
food at my wedding. If my
husband shows up, bonus points."
#IOverheard #tayloru

A&E

“If you don’t know Shakespeare, or don’t like
Shakespeare, this is one that has the possibility of
changing minds,” Duana Burby, co-director said.
Obscure Shakespeare play comes to Marion

October 12, 2018
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From Africa to Indiana, discover the heart of film
Alumni screen films at
Heartland Film Festival
Gabby Carlson
Co-Editor in Chief

Taylor graduates Andrew Paul Davis (’18) and Nathan Pfaff (’14) will
be featured on the big screen this
month.
Their films, “Palace” and “Film
School Africa” were accepted and
will be shown at the Indiana based
Heartland Film Festival three times
apiece from October 14–20, 2018.
The full festival runs from October
11–21, 2018, according to the festival’s website.
Davis began his journey to The
Heartland Film Festival two days
before deadline. His narrative film,
“Palace,” was not yet finished when
he submitted it. It was a project he
began writing summer 2017.
According to “Palace’s” official
press kit, “This cross-generational
portrait of life in the cornfields examines familial dissociation, culture-clash and the pursuit of music,
back-dropped by the crackling soil
of early spring-time Indiana.”
Filming took 18 consecutive days in
March 2018, and the project exclusively
features Grant County. He submitted
his work-in-progress just before deadline and waited for a response.

Photographs provided by Nathan Pfaff

Photographs provided by Andrew Paul Davis

After 800 hours, “Film School Africa” can be shown to the public.

“I had always planned to go after
the winter heavy-hitters like Sundance,” Davis said. “But I decided last minute Heartland would
be our best bet at a big premiere
where our Indiana story would
be appreciated.”
Shortly after Davis moved to
Bloomington from Florida this August, he received an email confirming his film’s acceptance into the
Heartland Film Festival.
As well as Davis, Pfaff has entered
his film, “Film School Africa,” into
several film festivals. It has been selected for screening and nominated
or won 12 different times, including
the Heartland Film Festival.

He worked solo on his documentary with another Taylor alum, Katie Taylor (’02) in Cape Town, South
Africa, for almost three months and
only used his camera, GoPro and
phone for filming.
In the film, he tells Taylor’s story
of moving to South Africa and taking a job teaching filmmaking to
children who desired to tell a story.
Because of this decision, Taylor declined a prestigious position in Hollywood ending her up and coming
film making career.
“(Taylor) came back to Taylor
(University) in 2013 to give a presentation about the school when I was
studying media comm,” Pfaff said.

Andrew Paul Davis studies his script for “Palace.”

“I thought it was really cool when
she talked about how the students
in South Africa naturally ended up
telling stories from their lives, and
in doing so, used their film projects
as art therapy.”
Editing was another job he took
on alone, aside from audio mixing
and the film soundtrack. Around
800 hours later, from his couch in
Los Angeles, “Film School Africa”
was complete.
Being back in Indiana will be sentimental for both Taylor and Pfaff
since both of them began their film
careers at Taylor.
“Heartland was actually the
f irst f ilm festival I was e ver

exposed to or attended, and since
I know it is a relatively large and
well respected festival, it was always my dream to have it screen
there,” Pfaff said.
Alumni and current students are
encouraged to attend the Heartland Film Festival and support local
filmmakers and their fellow Taylor
graduates. The festival will be held
in various venues in Indianapolis,
Indiana.
Both filmmakers are waiting on
various other film festivals to accept
their films in the coming weeks and
months. They will also both be in attendance to their film’s screenings.
echo@taylor.edu

Obscure Shakespeare play comes to Marion

Local production of
“Twelfth Night.”

Emily Pawlowski
Staff Writer

This weekend Marion Civic Theatre,
Inc. finishes its run of William Shakespeare’s “Twelfth Night.”
“Twelfth Night,” also called “What
You Will,” is one of Shakespeare’s later plays. This comedy follows twins
Viola and Sebastian after they were
separated in a shipwreck. Viola disguises herself as a man and is enlisted
by Duke Orsino to woo his beloved. A
love triangle, prank playing and chaos ensue.
“If you don’t know Shakespeare, or
don’t like Shakespeare, this is one that
has the possibility of changing minds,”
Duana Burby, co-director said.
Burby is the artistic director of
Hoosier Shakes, an Indiana group
dedicated to making Shakespeare
more accessible to the public. She and
her co-director Andrew Daniels have
performed in multiple Shakespeare
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Lane Vermilion plays Curio in a local theater production of “Twelfth Night.”

productions, including Shakes’ own
version of “Twelfth Night.”
Burby and Daniels were asked to direct this performance due to their experience with Shakespeare.
“We’ve really been growing; we’ve
been trying to push ourselves to
do newer things,” said Daniels.

“Obviously not newer in the timeline,
but pushing ourselves to do some
more complicated theater, more
theater that we think brings some
culture and something that the community will like.”
The cast has spent the past six
weeks preparing for this production.

Participation is open to everyone
in the community, so this cast is a
mix of local residents and college
students.
According to Daniels, the language
of the play was difficult to work with
at first, but the actors have done an
excellent job overcoming it. Translating the characters into modern terms
has also been a challenge for actors.
Everyone involved in Marion Civic is proud of the work they have
done and excited to share it with
the public.
“Civic does a lot that’s just so far
beyond the reputation I think it has
to the community,” said Lane Vermilion, who plays Antonio and Curio. “We’re really going above and
beyond with a lot of stuff, especially
now, and I wish there was the turnout to see that.”
The theatre performs at 7:30 p.m.
on October 12 and 13, and at 2 p.m.
October 14. Additional information
on the show can be found at www.
marioncivic.org.
echo@taylor.edu

Take flight with a brand-new TV show on NBC

The highs and lows
of “Manifest”
Landon Hilst
Staff Writer

NBC’s new series “Manifest” grounds
the interstellar concept of time travel
to tell a story about second chances
and new beginnings.
“Manifest” sparked a lot of excitement because of its unique premise.
A family is split up at the airport due
to a layover, with half of the family
leaving early on flight 828, and the
rest staying behind to wait. Michaela
Stone (Melissa Roxburgh), her brother Ben Stone (Josh Dallas) and his son
Cal, who is struggling with leukemia,
all depart on the same flight from
the Bahamas.
All seems normal enough, with
the family sitting together and the
adults chatting about life problems,
until midway through the flight when
things start getting weird. A massive
storm appears out of nowhere, throwing the passengers into chaos as the
pilots struggle against immense turbulence and power fluctuations.
As the crisis passes and the flight

Graphic by Liam Brettenny

lands near New York, things still aren’t quite normal. An impressive
squad of policemen, firefighters and
FBI agents is there to greet the passengers as they disembark the aircraft. To their shock, the plane they
were on has been missing for six
years. The Stone trio learn they, along
with everyone else on flight 828, have

been presumed dead by their surviving relatives.
“Manifest” takes off fast, setting up
intriguing plotlines and conflicts for
its characters. Michaela’s then fiancé
is now married, Ben’s twins suddenly
have a six-year age gap and Cal is now
viable for cancer treatments unavailable in the past. Elements like these

add a new layer to what would otherwise come across as a by-the-numbers drama.
Flight 828’s passengers experience
fallout from loved ones, jobs and relationships due to their disappearance
but don’t actively feel any difference
in themselves. The characters have to
completely change their ways of thinking to conform to this new life they
find themselves in. However, scenes
like these are held back due to weak
performances and subplots. The pace
suffers from trying to accomplish too
much within the pilot episode.
“Manifest” shows a lot of promise, despite its problems. The freshman series would benefit leaning
more into its Sci-Fi elements such as
the plane disappearance and consequences of time displacement. But as
one of the top-rated scripted shows
of its premiere date, September 24,
“Manifest” is off to a good start. There
is plenty of time for the show hit its
stride and level itself out to become
something great. Viewers can catch
the show Mondays at 10/9 Central
Time on NBC or can stream it the next
day on Hulu.
echo@taylor.edu

Do ghosts,goblins, and other spooky experiences make your skin crawl?
SPOOKY SHORT STORIES

Submit your spookiest fiction to elizabeth_hartmann@taylor.edu
Word Co unt: 150 words or less
D e a dlin e : O c t o ber 13

Th e t o p st o r ies w ill be publ i shed i n T h e E c h o

A&E
Stay Up To Date

Mala Iqbal Art Exhibit
Today – Oct. 18
8 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Metcalf Gallery

C.S. Lewis and Friends
Tea
Today — 4 p.m.
Zondervan Library 142

Homecoming Concert
Today — 7:30 p.m.
Rediger Chapel

Farewell Angelina
Concert
Oct. 13 — 7:30 p.m.
Artsland.org
Portland, Ind.

OPINIONS
TheEchoNews.com

“Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.”
—The First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

“Secular dating often embodies marital fragments of
emotional vulnerability coupled with sexual intimacy.”
Stop pretending and get serious
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Stop pretending and get serious
Are you honoring
your future spouse?
Zach Carter
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OIP is for all students
Resist the discomfort
Abby Crosley
Contributor

In th e w o rd s
which follow, I
pray that I have
heeded the warning laid out in
Proverbs 18:2, “A
fool takes no pleasure in understanding, but only in expressing
his opinion.” Give me grace as you
read my words and let us engage
in this conversation with civility
and genuine humility.
A few weeks ago, I was asked to
write an article about why white
American students should engage
with the Office of Intercultural
Programs (OIP). I grieve that such
an argument is necessary within
the Body of Christ. We should not
need to be persuaded to love part
of the body! But I see the need for
this argument, as many (myself
included) shift in the uncomfortableness of engagement.
First, however, I feel the need to
clarify a few points. There are already many white students deeply
involved with OIP. In fact, 7 out of
the 16 OIP executive cabinet members are white. Additionally, OIP
is constituted of 8 cabinets. Each
is vastly different, and full of dynamically different people. If you
want to “engage with OIP,” you’ll
need to figure out which part!
The purpose of OIP is to provide a supportive community for minority culture students
and to equip the broader campus to engage cross culturally by
bringing them into contact with
the beauty of the diversity of the
body of Christ, according to Director of OIP Felicia Case. Many
white American students are hesitant to embrace OIP because they
feel uncomfortable with its “safe
space” role. There is a sense that,
even though the programming is
directed at them, they don’t really belong. While I understand this
uneasiness, we must be careful
to not make the needs of others
about our own fragility. On our

campus, 81.7% of students and
93.7% of faculty are white Americans, according to collegefactual.
com. In terms of institutional diversity, Taylor ranks an abysmal
2,084 out of 2,718 academic institutions nationwide.
As white American students,
we must earnestly grapple with
the root of our motivation to engage with OIP. Dietrich Bonhoeffer (roll your eyes but stick with
me) warns that, “He who loves
his dream of a community more
than the Christian community
itself becomes a destroyer of the
latter, even though his personal
intentions may be ever so honest
and earnest and sacrificial.” We
must be wary of selfishly avoiding our own uncomfortableness.
As Bruce Benson advises in
his book “Graven Ideologies,” we
must ask ourselves if we are motivated by a desire to, “control that
which is other to me by making it
mine,” when engaging in OIP.
Although our motivations are
fundamental, I think that our
uncomfortableness often stems
from a less philosophical problem: walking into OIP is intimidating. The door is closed (contrary
to popular belief, it’s not locked)
and the students always appear
to be in meetings. But OIP is not
an exclusive club! Anyone is welcome; yet there are rules of engagement. If this seems harsh,
let me remind you that everyone accepts these rules in the
DC. Technically, you could sit
at any DC table with a bunch of
strangers. No one would tell you
to move, but it would feel uncomfortable, forced and disruptive. Likewise, if you don’t know
anyone in OIP, stepping into it can
feel uncomfortable.
I encourage you to push
through the uncomfortableness.
Get to know individuals involved
in OIP on your wings and floors.
Attend the events their cabinets
create. Support the causes they
advocate for. Listen, educate
yourself and press in. Engage with
OIP, but don’t engage blindly.
echo@taylor.edu
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Students enjoy spending time in the OIP office.

I’m a balance between emotional feeler and logical
thinker. Thus, I have
a creatively analytical imagination. As a
young boy, I carried one of my Dad’s old
briefcases around the house, pretending to be a businessman, just like him.
Stocked full of scrap paper, a few old
pens, even a stapler, in my young mind,
I was, through the imaginative element
of pretend, a businessman.
Pretend is defined as speaking and
acting so as to make it appear that something is the case when in fact it’s not.
Whether you’re more of an emotional
feeler or logical thinker, one’s imagination can easily deceive.
You likely have a divine longing to
marry. The marital covenant will be the
closest human relationship you’ll have to
the union you have with Christ. Beforehand, however, you may inadvertently disrespect and dishonor your future
spouse prematurely by “playing house.”
Pretend can manifest itself through
words and behavior in a dating relationship, so much so characteristics may
deceitfully reflect a marriage covenant.
Secular dating often embodies marital
fragments of emotional vulnerability
coupled with sexual intimacy. A world
saturated in sexting, flirt-apps, self-objectifying selfies and media messages
proclaiming, “do what feels good” it’s expected the incurable cancer of a fallen
world would infect dating with cohabitation and sexual immorality. However,
it’s severely naïve to believe those within
the Body of Christ are immune.
Pretend is a deceitful serpent hiding in the tall grass of Christian dating couples’ blind spots, feeding the lie
that God’s commands are archaic, and
total intimacy before marriage is entitled. Vulnerability and self-disclosure,
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Zach Carter believes that couples need to set boundaries.

while critical for relationship development, when mishandled and unprotected, prematurely catapult emotionally
compromised feelings over the fortified wall of righteousness into sexual
intimacies. Often, sexual behavior’s tolerance is manipulated through loyalty
obtained through emotional vulnerabilities. Then, as behavior reoccurs, many
Christian couples jointly fabricate Biblical loopholes justifying their flesh-satisfying behavior.
Biblically heretical statements, “That’s
not how we interpret Scripture,” “We’re
married in God’s eyes,” “It’s only sexting,” or “That isn’t sex” are typically results of physiological arousals prompted
through psychological justifications
driven by egocentricity, lacking inerrant
reverence for Jesus Christ’s shed blood.
Consequences of irreverent living are
reflected in research. Cohabitating before marriage increases odds of divorce
exponentially. Furthermore, cohabitating or not, the array of premarital sex
acts, sexually-explicit conversation and
even sexting, activate the brain’s stimuli responsible for sexual arousal often
damaging relationship growth.
The range of sexual behaviors are explicit reflections of sexual immorality.
Loving Jesus requires obeying His commands (John 14:15): Sexual immorality is sin (1 Thes. 4:3-5); sex is reserved

only for marriage (1 Cor. 7); exercising
cognitive and behavioral self-control (1
Cor. 6:12-20) to respect and honor one’s
future spouse ordained an eternity ago
(Gen. 2:18-24).
Cognitive self-control requires active
self-monitoring (Phil 4:8), to produce
instinctive obedience garnering behavioral submission (James 4:7) to God’s
authoritative Word (1 Tim. 3:16). Breeding heretical justifications for satisfying the flesh rips sexuality out of God’s
creational context. Therefore, when
you seek loopholes in God’s Word, you
abuse God’s daughter or son for egotistical flesh satisfying resolves.
So, stop pretending and get serious.
Loving the opposite sex demands dual
responsibility (Rom. 12:5). If dating, ask:
“How can we respect and honor our future spouses?” (If you two marry, it’s a
win-win.) If dating or single, ask: “How
can I respect and honor my future
spouse through what I speak, text, think,
share, snap, click, post, wear and view?”
Past sexual sin? God forgives, redeems, and restores (1 John 1:9). Dying to
existing sin, however, is vital (Eph. 4:22).
“Without a heart transformed by
the grace of Christ, we just continue to
manage external and internal darkness,”
said Pastor Matt Chandler in The Explicit Gospel.
echo@taylor.edu

Men’s soccer aspires for community inspiration
Fan support aids
performance
Clay Sidenbender
Staff Writer

Prior to their Sept.
15 home game
against Indiana Institute of Technology (Indiana Tech),
Taylor men’s soccer coach Gary Ross encouraged his
team to find more people for the student section.
Ross did address mistakes the
team made as well, but his desire
to fill the bleachers acknowledged
the influence of a particular outside
group. The fans.
“There is something significant
about people supporting you,” Ross
said. “In any area of life this is true.
But in sports I think it’s especially
true because failure is such a public
thing in athletics. So having a base
with you is crucial.”
The Trojans started out their season 3–3, going into the Indiana Tech
game. Ross noticed the missing presence of the student section, so he
took matters into his own hands.
The recruitment of a student fan
base proved successful. Sophomore
midfielder Alex Gallup named the
fan base, the Trojan 12th.
“To be honest, we didn’t have to recruit all that hard,” Gallup said. “My
roommate Jakob Sprunger, one of the
founders of the Trojan 12th, has done
a great job of getting guys on our
wing as well as other people around
campus to come to the games.”
The name Trojan 12th was

Taylor students support the soccer team.

influenced by other “12th man”
groups for other dedicated sports
teams. The most notable example was from the National Football
League (NFL) Seattle Seahawks team
based in Seattle, Washington.
In a 2014 Seattle Times article,
columnist Larry Stone said Seattle’s
12th man is important. Not only is
the team affected by fandom, but
the fans are affected by team as well.
“Virtually every study shows precisely that: The sense of goodwill,
bonding and shared purpose that
comes with being a fan has a ripple
effect that can benefit all aspects of
living,” the article stated.
Stone said fans tend to feel positively when their team wins. Even
when the team does not win, the
fans are bonded over their loyalty to
the team.
In the same way, the fans who
make up Trojan 12th are brought together by the soccer team. The team
is in turn inspired by the community’s loyalty to them.
“Seeing and hearing all the people on the sidelines continue to cheer
for you after they’ve already yelled for
an hour and a half really just shows
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you how much they care for you and
makes you want to give everything
you got so you don’t let them down,”
Gallup said.
The shouting and sneering of fans
were thought to bring the issues to
the opposing team as well.
Has the fanbase been an important boost since more students have
been coming to games? Based on the
number of wins, no. The men’s team
managed to win one game in their
last six games since Sept. 15.
Ultimately, winning games brings
the crowds and the responsibility to
win is on the team.
“There may not be a scientifically
gathered data showing its true but I
would venture to say that when people support friends and those around
them in any sort of venture that the
performance rises,” Ross said. “I think
they make a big difference.”
An organic fan base still could be
worked out over time. Other factors
also played a role in the losses the
men’s soccer team suffered.
If intentionally continued, the
coming years could bring better outcomes.
echo@taylor.edu
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“We do a good job of challenging each other to
get better as players and teammates; always
improving. We have a lot of fun playing a sport
that we all love.”
Trojans get the call up
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Taylor plays the gentlemen’s game
Rugby’s place on
and off the field
Chrysa Keenon
Co-Editor in Chief

Winston Churchill described rugby as,
“A hooligans’ game played by gentlemen.”
As a combination between football,
soccer and wrestling, the sport rarely
varies in excitement.
According to Nicholas Kerton-Johnson, coach and associate professor
of political science & international
relations, the rugby team at Taylor
started socially eight years ago, and
formally joined the Indiana Rugby
Football Union six years ago. While
there has been verbal support from
university student development, the
team has remained as a club sport for
it’s eternity of existence.
A club sport differs in a usual athletic sport by a number of factors.
While the team can use the facilities
such as the Well in the KSAC, they do
not have direct university funding for
uniforms, equipment or the ability to
use locker rooms. Despite being only
a club, Kerton-Johnson expressed he
was grateful for what Taylor does
supply, even if it is minimal. The
university provided the team with
their own field, but even so, the
amount of money Student Senate
allows the team is not enough for
even the paint on the field, according to Kerton-Johnson.
Kerton-Johnson said one of the
most difficult challenges of being
only a club sport is the lack of trainers
provided. With the absence of athletic insurance, any wounded player is
considered a liability to the university.
“So we have teams coming here and
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Freshman Damion Wilburn tries to avoid a blocking pad in rugby practice preparing for Saturday’s game.

I’ve even had players injured, and
you know, bleeding, and the trainers
won’t touch them because they’re
not an athletic sport and not insured,”
Kerton-Johnson said.
Another struggle the team faces is
the lack of scholarship money. If the
team was a funded athletic sport,
they could provide scholarships for
their players.
“I can’t count how many times over
the last eight years I’ve had football
players (or) lacrosse players say ‘well
if only you could give us scholarships
we could play rugby ‘cause that’s what
we love playing’,” Kerton-Johnson said.
However, none of these factors deter students players from participating in the sport.
Sophomore Theophilus Cook

joined the rugby team this year. In
the past, he played ultimate frisbee,
but when his team fell through he
looked to get involved somewhere
else. Knowing friends who played
rugby, he gave it a try and joined
the team.
“I think a lot of people are afraid to
try because it has such a connotation
of being like a dangerous sport, but
once you get out there playing you’ll
love it,” Cook said. “People think it’s
very similar to football but it’s actually very different, like the way that
people tackle is different, the whole
pace of the game. You’re out there for
80 minutes and you don’t really sub
very often, so it’s a long game, and all
about endurance.”
Senior Sam Thomas, president of

the club, said a lot of this year’s team
will be focused around rebuilding. According to Kerton-Johnson, this year
is the largest transition the team
has had in six years, due to the seniors leaving.
Though the team has not had a successful start to the season, Thomas
said that due to the emphasis on rebuilding and fun, the team is not taking it too hard.
“First game I realized I can’t focus on the winning or the losing because in the first game we lost by a lot,”
Thomas said. “But it’s more of like
every game I see the improvements
in all the players and I’m like, you’re
learning and that’s good, and there’s
nine new people. And even like the
returners, I watch and observe and I

that playing on their home course
definitely gave his team an advantage, but that the team played
solid, steady golf en route to the
big victory.
Senior Elizabeth Jackson said
the weekend was filled with highlights for the Trojans.
“A lot my teammates met personal goals,” Jackson said. “Mariah Williams shot her best score
ever, Nicole Jung played amazing
the first round, I beat my tournament score, and we had 4 players
finish in the top 10.”
Taylor will close out its fall season at the Whistling Straights
Championship on Oct. 22–23 in
Kohler, Wisconsin.
echo@taylor.edu

Women’s lacrosse prepares
for first varsity season

Trojans have focused on helping
everyone learn the sport and making sure no one gets left behind.
“Our team works well together
on and off the field,” junior captain Sarah Tucker said. “We do
a good job of challenging each
other to get better as players and
teammates; always improving. We
have a lot of fun playing a sport
that we all love.”
Head Coach Addie Wadley has
already begun recruiting for next
season in hopes of building a
strong squad.
The team has had one recruit
visit and practice with them,
and is looking forward to seeing
many more as the spring season
gets closer.
Tucker said that she knows the
transition to varsity will be new
for everyone involved, but both
she and Turner are confident that
the promotion will be seamless
and beneficial to the team and to
Taylor athletics.
The Trojans are excited to begin matching up against stiffer competition to sharpen
their skills and drive them to
work harder.
The team will continue to focus
on conditioning and fundamentals during their fall practices
before their first regular season
face-off in the spring.
echo@taylor.edu

Golf continues to roll Trojan’s get the call up
Women’s golf sets records
on way to victory
Andrew Nevins
Sports Editor

The Taylor women’s golf team
continued its dominant season with a first-place finish at
The Players Club Invitational
last weekend.
Sophomore Nicole Jung recorded the lowest 18-hole score in Trojan history with a 2-under par 70
on day one.
The team as a whole tied the
Taylor record for the lowest 36hole total with a 28-shot victory
on Saturday.
Head Coach Cam Andry said
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The Taylor Women’s Golf team shows off their hardware after record victory.

Scoreboard

Andrew Nevins
Sports Editor

Women’s lacrosse has begun
preparations for its final club season as it looks forward to becoming a varsity sport next fall.
The team believes that the
foundation it has built in the
last few years as a club program
is enough to make them competitive from the jump when they
turn varsity.
“Although we have many new
players who started their lacrosse
careers at Taylor, seven players,
including myself, have played for
five plus years,” sophomore Katie Turner said. “Many girls who
join lacrosse play or have played
another sport, giving them a significant advantage in learning
new skills. This level of athleticism and lacrosse knowledge has
served our team well so far, and
I expect that our team will only
grow in these assets with time.”
The Trojans believe that chemistry and a strong team dynamic will be their greatest strength
when things kick off in the spring.
Turner added that while it’s
easy to lose sight of your teammates in pursuit of statistics
or personal achievement, the

Nicole Jung

Athletes
Sophomore

Men’s Soccer
10/6 Grace
10/10 Marian

T 0-0

Santa Cruz, Bolivia

W 1-0

Biology

Women’s Soccer
10/6 Grace

L 1-0

10/10 Marian

L 1-0

Annie Stimmel

Men’s Golf
10/8-9 Egypt Valley

1st of 15
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10/13 Marian 1 p.m.

MEN’S GOLF
N/A
N/A

MEN’S SOCCER
10/13 Saint Francis 6 p.m.
10/17 Indiana Wesleyan (A) 7 p.m.

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
10/20 Great Lakes Invite (A) 11 a.m.

VOLLEYBALL
10/12 Indiana Tech (A) 2 p.m.
10/12 Madonna (A) 4 p.m.
10/13 Shawnee State (A) 12 p.m.
10/13 Lawrence Tech (A) 2 p.m.
10/17 Huntington 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S GOLF
N/A
N/A

WOMEN’S SOCCER
10/13 Saint Francis (A) 7 p.m.
10/17 Indiana Wesleyan 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
10/20 Great Lakes Invite (A) 12 p.m.

MEN’S SOCCER

Football
L 40-13

FOOTBALL

Luke Williams

WOMEN’S GOLF

Results
from T aylor
Athletics
10/6 Sienna Heights

can see like, how much better they’ve
gotten, so this year we’ve learned a
lot and are growing, but you know, if
you look at the scoreboard, we suck
as a team.”
Games are usually played on Saturdays at the rugby field if they are
at home. Thomas said usually students from Samuel Morris come out
to watch, but the team would love to
have more supporters in the stands.
Kerton-Johnson has high hopes
for the club in the future. According to him, it is the fastest growing
sport in America, particularly at the
highschool level. With 330 universities across the U.S. with rugby teams,
he believes it would be valuable for
Taylor to create an official sport to
draw in high schoolers with a feeder program.
Kerton-Johnson believes Taylor ideals are represented well on the field
and in practice. He views the team
connect as a band of brothers, regardless of color of skin, background,
or wealth.
“I look at my squad and I’ve got
Taylor students who come from very
privileged backgrounds and I’ve got
students who come from very broken
backgrounds and I’ve got students
who struggle with their studies and
I’ve got students who are very bright,”
Kerton-Johnson said. “. . . When we
play rugby I have parents coming up
to me and congratulating Taylor on
the way that we play. So regardless
of whether we win or lose, they say
‘never seen a game of rugby played so
cleanly’ or ‘never seen players be so
polite to the referee’. . . I see this team
represent Taylor really well and represent God really well.”
echo@taylor.edu

of the

Year
Hometown
Major
Funniest Teammate

Week
Junior
Indianapolis, IN
Finance
Drew Sezenov

